(Drainage Devices within Designated Open Space) To minimize disturbance to undeveloped and/or undisturbed natural land of the Project site, any subsequent tentative tract or parcel map of the Project shall employ naturalistically-designed drainage devices for any development located in or abutting those areas designated as "Open Space Preserve" or "Open Space Greenways" as shown on Figure 3-42 of the Specific Plan. In this context, "naturalistic design" shall mean having the visual appearance of a natural or landscaped setting, and use of materials other than concrete and steel (and other artificial-looking materials) to control drainage, wherever possible; and in those areas where concrete, steel or artificial-looking materials cannot avoid being utilized, such devices shall be designed to look natural to the extent practical. In addition to appearance, drainage devices in the aforementioned project-designated Open Space shall be made to be compatible with natural water and wildlife flows through the area. This condition alone does not trigger a new CUP for subsequent projects but may be added to other subsequent project conditions (such as for a tentative map that already requires a CUP) to ensure implementation.